
FOR FANS OF MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

"Archimedes' mathematical school 
WORK CONTINUES 

(School year 2014 / 2015.) 
  

       "Archimedes" school for young mathematicians (ASMM) in Belgrade as a form of joint additional 
classes for lovers of mathematics in primary and secondary schools, and continues to work in the school 
year 2014/2015. year. Enter the 41-generation students. Enrollment is ongoing.  

Can apply the older preschoolers and students I edited out. Elementary School to fourth times. Ssh, as 
former students of the School, as well as new students who have 5 of math, like math and want to expand 
and deepen their mathematical knowledge. 

In each class, and the class, there are students who are willing and able to learn more and enrich their 
knowledge of mathematics and the ability they have the right to "Arhimedesovoj" school. Sending 
students to "Arhimedesovu" school, there was a delivery receipt will contribute to a better 
mathematical education of their students. 

Applications must be submitted on a form that is obtained in the "Archimedes". 

Offering two programs: Program A (the standard 44 hours for preschoolers and for all pupils from r. 
Elementary school to IV r. Secondary schools, admission without entrance test) andPROGRAM B (high, 54 

hours, for students of IV  VIII times . elementary school and I  IV r. secondary schools, and enrollment on 
the basis of the results of the acceptance test and dosadaših success in math contests in the "Archimedes" 
schools, if they attended). Entrance test for program B is taken 09/20/2014. a faculty in Belgrade (or later in 
the "Archimedes"). The program B will work, "Archimedes" Olympic Group which candidates compete for 
national teams in international math contests (program B), ie. n osioci awards in math competitions senior 
(international, national, and "Archimedes" tournament), if interested students (at least 12). 

Classes are organized by grades (two academic hours) on a particular day of the week (usually on Saturdays 
and Sundays) and run di place between October to May for a-few locations in Belgrade. The courses are 
taught and teaching materials created by selected teachers-staff "Archimedes", using his experience, 
"Arhimedesovu" library and repository of working materials, because "Archimedes" is not new. Program 
for a possible organization of classes in the school if at least 12 registered students of the 
same grade. Classes in ASMM ends final test.For regular attendance ASMM student receives a certificate 
(Certificate), a notable achievement for the final test is rewarded (with a degree) or praise. 

Price (consisting of dues and fees for classes and materials) is favorable. Payment in 5 war, and if the full 
amount paid in less time and with fewer war - approved by the appropriate discount.About this there is 
a special instruction on the payment. The best students-mathematicians enjoy special benefits (discounts 
20% -100%). 

       Details about all it can the learn from Contest-notification ASMM, in "Archi-medes" Belgrade (Decanska 
no. 6, tel. 3245-382), as well as on the websites: www.arhimedes.rs and mislisa.rs 

     "Archimedes" has a correspondence course for young mathematicians, and every year the summer and 
winter schools (camps) of young mathematicians. There are a number of other activities. 
        Mathematical Society "Archimedes" (formerly known as Young Mathematicians Club "Archimedes") is 
a specialized professional company with many years of experience (41 years)and excellent results in 
working with young mathematicians .. 

      MD "Archimedes" - Belgrade has nothing to do with the various private clubs, agencies and other 
companies for the teaching of mathematics (and even those in some places, which are themselves illegally 
named "Archimedes"). The real "Archimedes" is only one! 

      Lovers of mathematics, welcome to "Arhimedesovu" school! 

 

For the "Archimedes": 
Belgrade, September 1st, 2014th                                 Bogoljub Marinkovic, prof.  

No. 5815/2014  K3                                          (Head of the "Archimedes' mathematical school) 

Address: Mathematical Society "Archimedes", Belgrade, Decanska 6, tel. 3245-382 
 

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=sr&prev=_t&sl=sr&tl=en&u=http://www.arhimedes.rs

